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When two planets are separated by a particular angle, astrologers believe that the influences of the two planets
combine to create a strong effect on a person. In ancient astrology and much modern astrology five angles are

considered very important: 0, 60, 90, 120, and 180 degrees. These important angles are known as "aspects". In

modern times, many astrologers also interpret aspects of 30, 45, 135, and 150 degrees. Some astrologers also

use a variety of other angles, such as 72, 144, 40, 80, and many other angles. In the late 20th century a branch
of astrology known as "harmonic astrology" developed and practitioners of harmonic astrology believe that there

are many hundreds of different aspects, so harmonic astrology has greatly increased the complexity of

astrological interpretation. Not all astrologers are convinced that these additional aspects are important.
Harmonic astrologers also group together various aspects which they believe to have a similar influence. For

example, the fractions of 1/9 (40 degrees), 2/9 (80 degrees), and 4/9 (160 degrees) of a circle are known as

"9th harmonic aspects". Given below are interpretations of the following 6 aspects: (1) the semisextile aspect,

which is 30 degrees, (2) 24th harmonic aspects, (3) 16th and 32nd harmonic aspects, (4) quintiles and

biquintiles, also known as 5th harmonic aspects, (5) the septile, biseptile, and triseptile aspects, also known as
7th harmonic aspects, and (6) the novile, binovile, and quadnovile aspects, also known as 9th harmonic aspects.

These additional aspects are known as minor aspects or harmonic aspects. There are many other aspects used in
harmonic astrology, but these aspects are among the most important and powerful, and hence this report
describes some of the most important Harmonic Highlights in your astrology chart.

I recommend that you read this report after reading an interpretation based primarily on the most commonly used
aspects. I think you will be impressed by the ways in which the aspects interpreted in this report describe major
issues in your life and in your personality that are not described as clearly by the more commonly used aspects.

Hopefully this analysis of harmonic aspects will be useful and helpful to you. If you are an astrologer and you
currently do not use harmonic aspects, reading several Harmonic Highlights Reports of friends and family may

make you a believer in harmonic aspects. Adding these additional aspects to your interpretation does add greater
complexity and detail to your analysis, and keeping a clear, integrated view of the astrology chart becomes more

difficult, but astrology is likely to grow in sophistication as it evolves and develops in the 21st century.

Aspects noted as "very strong" in the report have an orb of less than 1/3 the allowable orb and appear at the

beginning of the report. "Strong" aspects have an orb of less than 2/3 the allowable orb, and aspects that have an
orb that is 2/3 or greater of the allowable orb are printed at the end of the report.

If there are any midpoints conjunct or opposition midpoints within a 15 minute orb, these are also interpreted.

These four-planet patterns are also known as isotraps or planetary pictures.

Finally, planets conjunct or opposition the midpoint of two other planets are interpreted. These midpoint

structures are also known as direct midpoint structures because the angular distance from the planet at the
midpoint to each of the other two planets is the same. Direct midpoint structures with an orb of less than 15

minutes are analyzed first followed by those with a 30 minute orb, then a 1 degree orb, and finally up to a 1 1/2

degree orb. Therefore the midpoint structures with smaller orbs are interpreted first followed by midpoint

structures with larger orbs.

For the benefit of astrologers, given below are the orbs used for each aspect. Note that according to harmonic

theory, orbs are defined so that all harmonics occur equally often by chance, and hence the orbs are not rounded

to the nearest degree.

Aspects and orbs:
16th harmonic          :  1 Deg 00 Min
32nd harmonic          :  0 Deg 30 Min



24th harmonic          :  0 Deg 40 Min
5th harmonic           :  3 Deg 12 Min
7th harmonic           :  2 Deg 17 Min
9th harmonic           :  1 Deg 47 Min
semisextile            :  1 Deg 20 Min



Mercury 16th harmonic (5/16) Uranus, very strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 05 Min):

        You are clever, even ingenious at times, and you are a creative thinker who is able to come up with original

ideas. You are inspired by cleverness and creativity and learning for you is an adventure in discovery. Without an

element of surprise and excitement, you are likely to lose interest, become bored, and feel impatient with a
subject.

Jupiter 16th harmonic (7/16) Saturn, very strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 13 Min):

        You avoid wild speculation and gambling and you are quick to note inadequacies of people or things that

are highly acclaimed but you regard as superficial or mediocre.

Saturn 7th harmonic (septile) Pluto, very strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 13 Min)

        You can be very austere, mature, and serious about life in general. You seek deeper meaning and
significance and may be, at times, humorless or too preoccupied with serious concerns to enjoy entertainment or
other enjoyable experiences.

Moon 9th harmonic (binovile) Venus, very strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 16 Min):

        You have a gentle, tolerant, accepting way of relating to others that makes them feel very welcome. You

feel a need to share love and a sense of closeness with the larger community, not just family and friends and you
feel very happy if you are part of a very positive and loving organization or community. Your sweet and gentle

nature makes you loved and appreciated by many people.

Neptune 16th harmonic (1/16) Pluto    (Orb: 0 Deg 22 Min):

        You are a person driven by your dreams, imagination, and passions. You are a dreamer and fulfillment for

you comes only by having the courage to follow your dreams. You are not satisfied with success unless the
success is in the areas that are most exciting and meaningful to you.

Mercury 24th harmonic (1/24) Jupiter, strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 23 Min):

        A strong point in your approach to any subject is that you take into account the larger context. To a large
extent, you are less interested in the minute details than you are in how everything fits together. You always keep

the larger perspective in view.

Mars 24th harmonic (5/24) Pluto, strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 16 Min):

        You work from an inner drive and compulsive need. You pour yourself into what you do and become

completely immersed in it. Once involved, you dislike being disturbed. A disorganized or inefficient environment
that makes it difficult for you to become fully involved in your work is very frustrating and unacceptable to you.

You are also able to devote yourself to tasks without feeling stressed or overwhelmed by the demands of the

work.

Saturn 24th harmonic (7/24) Uranus, strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 15 Min):

        You find it much easier than most people to go against the majority opinion and follow your own ethical
guidelines and priorities. You don't need the support of others and you are not as stressed or confused as others



would be. You simply follow your own conscience and convictions whether it agrees with others or not.

Moon 5th harmonic (biquintile) Jupiter, strong    (Orb: 1 Deg 12 Min):

        You seek out environments that are enjoyable and interesting. While others may be preoccupied with their

responsibilities or goals, you have a knack for discovering enjoyable places where laughter, creativity, and

happiness abound. Whether rich or poor and regardless of your background, you find enjoyable activities like
games, parties, exploring various ethnic styles, or simply by enjoying a creative and interesting approach to daily

activities. You can also help others to lighten up and drop their worries by simply being open to what is

interesting and enjoyable in their own lives.

Mercury 5th harmonic (biquintile) Saturn, strong    (Orb: 1 Deg 21 Min):

        You have a talent for developing your own style or unique approach to a subject. You synthesize the

models, concepts, or techniques of others into a pattern or design that is unique and personally comfortable for
you. If you develop expertise or facility in any area, you will experiment and play with different conceptual

models until you develop a new mold that suits your personal taste.

Saturn 5th harmonic (quintile) Neptune, strong    (Orb: 2 Deg 05 Min):

        You have an intuitive understanding of differing religious philosophies and the ability to appreciate different
values and priorities of different cultures.

Sun 7th harmonic (biseptile) Moon, strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 56 Min):

        You enjoy being quietly engaged in an activity. You enjoy places where people are quietly and busily
working or studying. You have a mature and thoughtful outlook on life. You appreciate mastery that comes from

years of practice. You gravitate towards works that require mastery rather than things that are flashy but less
refined.

Mercury 7th harmonic (septile) Venus, strong    (Orb: 1 Deg 08 Min)

        You have an unusual, sensitive way of learning and understanding that others may not fully appreciate or
understand. You learn best, and express yourself most effectively, when you can ponder and reflect on things.

Sometimes you are more interested in the historical basis, symbolic meaning, or emotional and psychological
undercurrents of an idea, rather than accepting the facts at face value. You may have a strong interest in ancient
art or literature.

Mars 7th harmonic (septile) Neptune, strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 58 Min)

        You appreciate art, music, inspirational works, and imaginative works of all kinds that are developed with

highly trained and skilled people. You are more inclined to enjoy classical or intricate, sophisticated works and

masterpieces rather than light, frivolous, or glamorous creations. Your tastes tend to be a bit unusual, and you
may prefer art and a life style that has elements from various historical periods.

Moon 9th harmonic (novile) Pluto, strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 52 Min):

        You enjoy seeing people express deeply felt urges that have been repressed or ignored. You have a knack

for getting people to talk about their deepest feelings, and very often a light, casual conversation with you turns

into a deeper probing into one another's emotional experiences, fears, concern, hopes, joys, and sorrows.



Venus 9th harmonic (novile) Pluto, strong    (Orb: 1 Deg 09 Min):

        You are able to bond with many different kinds of people and you probably have close friends with
different personalities and different socio-economic backgrounds.

Mars semisextile Jupiter, strong    (Orb: 0 Deg 48 Min):

        Like most people, you are not a person who stays at one level of success and achievement in your life. You

move up the ladder and you occasionally take risks. Most likely this trait is not one of the most dominant and

conspicuous in your personality, but it does serve you well and helps you be productive and successful.

Venus 32nd harmonic (3/32) Mars    (Orb: 0 Deg 22 Min):

        Happiness and fulfillment in your romantic relationships or marriage is far more important to you than many

acquaintances of yours, and perhaps even fiends, realize. You are a passionate person who becomes personally
involved with any endeavor that you undertake.

Saturn 7th harmonic (biseptile) Uranus    (Orb: 1 Deg 54 Min):

        You tend to dislike disrespect and lack of discipline. You struggle for self-discipline yourself and lack of

discipline is offensive to you. You may become tense or cramped from internal struggle, in which case massage
or relaxation exercises can help. Positively, you can develop a mature and sophisticated technique, competency,
or comprehension of an area based on your own unique methods and style.

Uranus 7th harmonic (triseptile) Pluto    (Orb: 1 Deg 41 Min):

        Dance, music, martial arts, acting, and athletic training suit you well because you have a powerful, dynamic

side that likes to express itself in a controlled and disciplined, yet spirited and vibrant manner.

Sun 9th harmonic (novile) Jupiter    (Orb: 1 Deg 24 Min):

        You can succeed through cooperation with others and your friendly, personal way of working. You are

tolerant and unbiased, and you can succeed in an area that requires a sensitivity to the needs and interests of
different people. You have a talent for synthesizing and incorporating different styles or influences in an effective

way.

MIDPOINTS CONJUNCT/OPPOSITION MIDPOINTS

(if there are any with up to a 15 minute orb)

Sun/Venus conjunct Jupiter/Pluto:    (Orb: 0 Deg 08 Min):

You tend to attract successful and influential people into your life, and you have the ability to be very successful

as well. You are passionate, expressive, and you have an innate sense of how to become socially active and
influential. You have a taste for big things and good living. If you have the desire to advance socially and

economically but have not succeeded, most likely there are other astrological factors not being channeled well

that are blocking you because this planetary configuration inclines you to live fully and intensely, and to seek well-

being and a full, active life.



DIRECT MIDPOINT STRUCTURES (allowable orb = 1 1/2 degrees)

Sun Conjunct Jupiter/Neptune 0 deg 12 min

You like to look at the big picture. You are philosophical, and some people think you are too abstract and too

distant from the down-to-earth details of daily living. You succeed in areas where your future-oriented, broad

views can bring tangible benefits.

Mercury Conjunct Mars/Jupiter 0 deg 47 min

You have very good mental aptitude for many different subject areas. You are good at understanding both the

general concepts and principles as well as specific details. You have a constructive mind that enables you to
apply your understanding in practical ways. You can do well in an academic setting, as well as in the business

and commercial world.

Pluto Conjunct Moon/Venus 1 deg 01 min

You experience compulsive feelings and you can become romantically obsessed with another person. Feelings of
jealousy, however, can destroy your relationship. Your feelings are very strong and you are inclined to project
them on others at least occasionally. Your emotions are deep and complex.

Moon Opposition Mars/Uranus 1 deg 13 min

Your emotions build up very suddenly. When frustrated, you become quickly angered, and it is important for you

not to develop a habit of losing your temper. You can become very impatient with others and provoke them
without realizing it; do not hesitate to apologize later if you are too sharp with someone. Challenging physical
activities, athletics, and competitions suit you well.

Mars Opposition Saturn/Uranus 1 deg 09 min

You work intensely and sporadically. It is difficult for you to stay on a fixed schedule with a prescribed task. You

prefer to work very hard at your own pace. Others usually get in your way. You become easily frustrated by the
demands of others.

* * * * * * *

Given below are the planetary positions and other data on which this report is based:

Sun       9 Leo 48              Jupiter  21 Vir 13
Moon     26 Ari 01              Saturn   13 Ari 56
Mercury   6 Vir 35              Uranus   29 Sag 11
Venus    16 Can 17              Neptune  28 Gem 01
Mars     20 Leo 24              Pluto     5 Gem 08

Sidereal  Placidus   Standard Time observed
GMT: 13:25:00   Time Zone: 1 hours East



Lat. and Long. of birth place: 41 N 59    21 E 26  


